COLOR
REVIEW:
Sessions 33 through 37
Three Keys to Good Composition:
Balance, Viewpoint and Dominant Point of Interest
In earlier sessions you learned about the Rule of Thirds as one of those composition
tools you can use to instantly improve your photographs.

This woman sitting
alone in a crowd of
people would not
(and could not) tell
the same story had
the Rule of Thirds
been applied to
this shot.

Shelly Perry

There are times, however, when you’ll want to purposefully and deliberately break the Rule of Thirds.
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Framing

Shelly Perry

Notice how the French doors provide a
frame for the image that not only makes
the photograph more unique but also gives
the image a sense of place. You know the
couple is standing on a balcony in Paris.
They’re not on a beach, or overlooking The
Strip in Vegas. The Framing in this shot
allows the photographer to tell a story.

This is a great example of multiple composition
techniques combined in one photograph. Here, the
photographer has used all the details, from the
Diagonals of the pier to the softer water line on
the side, to lead us right to the subject of the
photo. She’s also used the Rule of Thirds and a
strong Framing composition on the right.

Balance
Combing balance with the Rule of Thirds…

Notice how the building on the right balances the
man on the left. And the man is placed on the
first thirds line.
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Our subject — the monks — is located on a
thirds line and the long contrasting shadow
lines lead into the image. The whole thing is
balanced and held together on the left by the
thicker, darker, “heavier” shadow.

Shelly Perry

Leading Lines

Using Color and Numbers
to Create a Sense of Balance

Three is a strong number in
photography. Notice how the fries
and even the straw are strategically
placed to provide balance.

The use of apposing colors — blue and orange — are direct
opposites on the color wheel, very complimentary. See how with
the predominate color of this image being blue — the orange
fish stands out and then the tip of the snorkel and the orange
tone of the man’s face draw your attention around the frame
(essentially they are three separate objects.)

Viewpoint

Whose viewpoint might this
be? See how the unusual
vantage point offers story
opportunities?

This viewpoint places us in the
scene. From this vantage point we
instantly know we are on a cruise
ship. Had the photographer
taken this shot from a different
perspective we might not know.

Here is a sunset shot — one
that incorporates a Dominant
Point of Interest, the Rule
of Thirds, Balance and an
unusual vantage point.
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Speed Up Your Learning Curve — 13 Templates

This photo is the perfect
example of the interesting
patterns and textures you
can find in the desert.

Paulus Rusyanto

Always
have an
eye out for
interesting
patterns
— natural
or
manmade.

There are more
opportunities
at the beach
than just the
sea and sand.
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Shelly Perry

Beaches

Shelly Perry

Allowing your camera to average
the scene to 18% gray won’t
capture the brilliant colors and
dramatic light that desert
scenes offer.

Rich Wagner

Shelly Perry

Desert Scenes

Bright objects at night can come out quite
stunning if you bring the proper equipment and
use a little patience.

Lori Allen

Lori Allen, Director of AWAI’s Travel Division,
took this picture at our very first travel
photography workshop in Paris with a digital
point-and-shoot camera. This isn’t the best
camera for night photography, but as you can
see, it worked for her in this instance. If she
enlarges the image, however, she’ll notice a lot
of photo grain. So… she got a picture she can
be proud of. It’s just not saleable to anyone
except maybe a web editor. Pictures used
online don’t have to be nearly as high-quality
as those that are printed on paper.

Rich Wagner

Night Photography

Mist and Fog

Again, the
mist helps
make this
shot.

Shelly Perry

The heavy
mist over
the lake
evokes a
sense of
peacefulnes
s in this
image.

Carol Shields

Shooting at twilight is the best time for night
photography. All the lights are on, but the
ambient light is a little easier to shoot in.

A foggy
morning
can turn
something
mundane,
like a
building, into
something
extraordinary.
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The trick to good snow photographs is making
sure your snow comes out true white.

Rich Wagner

This rain-soaked scene differs dramatically
from the everyday look of a street.

Ron Hohenhaus

A bright splash of color adds interest to your
snow photos.

Rich Wagner

Photographing Snow

Rain

Rainy days
offer unusual
reflection
that add
interest to
photographs.
Colors can
also appear
more
saturated
on a
rainy day.

This sunset (which has brilliant colors) is
saleable because of the couple.
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Dale Taylor

Photographing Sunsets and Sunrises

You can
use
yourself
as a
model if
you have
a tripod.

A waterfall
shot with
a slower
shutter
speed (1/15
seen here)
conveys the
movement of
the water.

Terry Allen

Waterfalls are everywhere. This shot was
taken by one of our workshop attendees in
The Bahamas at the famous Atlantis Resort.

Notice how the horizon sits at the lower third
of the picture. The major mountain peaks
obey the Rule of Thirds, too.

Rich Wagner

Photographing Landscapes

Waterfalls

Notice how both rocks in the foreground and the
mountain in the background are in sharp focus.

Photographing Pets

Getting in
close can
make a huge
difference
to your pet
photographs.

A waterfall
using a
faster
shutter
speed (1/60)
stops the
motion and
gives more
detail in the
white areas
of the water.

There are three
keys to pet
photography.
Get in close,
keep your
camera level with
the animal’s face,
and be patient.
Your patience will
be rewarded.
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Photographing Fireworks

Notice how
sharp the
streams of
light are —
you need
a tripod
to capture
this effect.

Notice the
vertical
angle and
how the
firework
bloom fills
the frame.

Sports

Rob Friedman

Using a telephoto lens lets you get up-close
shots without interfering with the action.

Set your
shutter as
fast as
you can
get it to
stop the
action and
capture
great (and
saleable)
images like
this one.
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Candid photos like this one are
the type of images editors and
stock agencies love.

Carol Shields

Shooting close in to your
subjects adds detail and
intimacy to your shots.

Notice the focus in this
picture is on the eyes,
although it is the
colorful outfit that
makes it so interesting.

Rich Wagner

Street Photography

With a little adjustment in
Photoshop, you can save a
falling building shot and turn
it into something saleable.

Rich Wagner

Shooting at a distance or from an angle will help to prevent
distortion, too.

Rich Wagner

Notice how the building feels
like it might just keel over
backwards… this is a danger
whenever you tilt your
camera up to photograph
tall buildings.

Rich Wagner

Adjusting for Distortions and Perspective
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Working with Stock Photo Agencies

This is an example of
the kinds of images
that stock agencies
like to receive. As the
woman is clearly
identifiable, a model
release was needed
before sending this
to an agency.

This concludes the Full

COLOR REVIEW
for Sessions 33 through 37.
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People. People. People.
We can’t say it enough
— people are what sell
most photos. Without
the couples walking on
the beach, this would
be a useless shot.

